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Let Sort Shapes is a comprehensive online library of resources for teaching
and learning basic skills in the 21st century. The library includes interactive
games, printable worksheets, lesson plans, and other resources for
teachers, parents, and students.

Interactive Games

Let Sort Shapes offers a variety of interactive games that make learning
basic skills fun and engaging. The games are designed to help students
develop their problem-solving, critical thinking, and spatial reasoning skills.
Some of the games include:

Shape Sorter: This game helps students learn to identify and sort
different shapes.

Shape Match: This game helps students learn to match shapes based
on their color, size, and shape.
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Shape Puzzle: This game helps students learn to solve puzzles by
fitting shapes together.

Printable Worksheets

Let Sort Shapes also offers a variety of printable worksheets that can be
used to reinforce basic skills. The worksheets cover a variety of topics,
including:

Shape identification

Shape sorting

Shape matching

Shape tracing

Shape cutting

Lesson Plans

Let Sort Shapes offers a variety of lesson plans that can be used to teach
basic skills in the classroom. The lesson plans are aligned with the
Common Core State Standards and are designed to be engaging and
effective. Some of the lesson plans include:

Shapes All Around Us: This lesson plan helps students learn to identify
and sort shapes in their environment.

Shape Sort: This lesson plan helps students learn to sort shapes
based on their color, size, and shape.

Shape Patterns: This lesson plan helps students learn to identify and
create patterns with shapes.



Other Resources

In addition to interactive games, printable worksheets, and lesson plans,
Let Sort Shapes also offers a variety of other resources, including:

Shape songs and videos

Shape books and stories

Shape activities and experiments

Benefits of Using Let Sort Shapes

There are many benefits to using Let Sort Shapes to teach and learn basic
skills. Some of the benefits include:

Engaging and interactive: Let Sort Shapes offers a variety of engaging
and interactive resources that make learning basic skills fun and
motivating.

Aligned with the Common Core State Standards: Let Sort Shapes is
aligned with the Common Core State Standards, ensuring that the
resources are relevant and effective.

Easy to use: Let Sort Shapes is easy to use for teachers, parents, and
students. The resources are well-organized and easy to find.

Affordable: Let Sort Shapes is affordable for schools and families. The
library offers a variety of subscription options to fit any budget.

Let Sort Shapes is a valuable resource for teaching and learning basic
skills in the 21st century. The library offers a variety of engaging and
effective resources that can be used by teachers, parents, and students.



With Let Sort Shapes, you can help your students develop the skills they
need to succeed in school and beyond.
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